MEETING AGENDA

2:00 p.m.  • Introduction & Purpose of Meeting  Lucille Van Ommering  Manager, Program  Operation Section
          • Agenda & Ground Rules  BB Hill  Facilitator
          • Reporting Presentation  Manpreet Mattu  Staff, Program  Operation Section
          • Your Questions For Clarity & Understanding
          • Your Ideas, Suggestions & Concerns

3:35  • Break

3:40  • Biomass Presentation  Barbara Bamberger  Staff, Program  Development Section
          • Your Questions For Clarity & Understanding
          • Your Feedback On Biomass
          • Your Comments On Today’s Meeting
          • Next Steps  Lucille Van Ommering
            – How ARB will use your feedback
            – Future meetings
          • Closing Comments

5:00 p.m.  • Adjourn